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Abstract. This paper discusses audio indexing tools that have been
implemented for the disclosure of Dutch audiovisual cultural her-
itage collections. It explains the role of language models and their
adaptation to historical settings and the adaptation of acoustic mod-
els for homogeneous audio collections. In addition to the benefits of
cross-media linking, the requirements for successful tuning and im-
provement of available tools for indexing the heterogeneous A/V col-
lections from the cultural heritage domain are reviewed. And finally
the paper argues that research is needed to cope with the varying in-
formation needs for different types of users.

1 INTRODUCTION

A number of techniques from the AI-realm have proven to have
added value for spoken document retrieval. Browsing tools for au-
dio and/or video archives not only benefit from speech recognition,
but also from techniques such as clustering, topic detection, speaker
classification, segmentation, etc. Most of the proofs of concept deliv-
ered for spoken audio access technology in the past decade focused
on archives in the broadcast news domain. Cf. [11].

Due to the ever declining costs of recording audio and video, and
due to improved preservation technology and initiatives for retro-
spective digitization (cf. projects such as PrestoSpace2), the number
of digital audio collections in the cultural heritage domain is growing
rapidly. This paper will review some pilot projects that have applied
and tuned audio indexing tools to Dutch heritage collections. It will
analyze the specific requirements imposed by the nature and formats
of the collections from a technological point of view.

Once having the technology available for indexing audiovisual
content on multiple levels, new questions emerge: how can we use
the technology to support the information need of various differ-
ent types of users including e.g., archivists, information analysts,
researchers, producers of new content, the general public, etc.? Or
even better, how can the information need of users be redirected by
enabling new views on the data. In this paper we will start to explore
these issues for a specific audiovisual collection from the perspective
of historians.

In the remainder of this paper we will describe the state-of-the-art
in audio indexing and identify the particular requirements for oral
history collections. In section 4 the concept of full text transcrip-
tion as basis for audio search and the complications stemming from
the nature of cultural heritage collections will be discussed, and in
section 5 the possibilities for applying alignment techniques will be
reviewed. In section 6 the variance in user perspectives will be an-
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alyzed. The concluding section will identify some issues for future
research.

2 TRENDS IN ORAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS

In The Netherlands, a major part of the Dutch audiovisual heritage
sits at the Dutch national audiovisual archive3. For this audiovisual
archive, one of the largest in Europe, retrospective digitization has
been a major topic for quite some time now. But also at the regional
level, audiovisual heritage is becoming generously available as ret-
rospective digitization is being taken up there as well. The Munici-
pal Archives of Rotterdam, for example, are digitizing historical ra-
dio broadcasts from a local radio station. Apart from broadcast ma-
terial that has been created by professionals, there is a substantial
amount of audiovisual heritage, recorded on different occasions by
semi-professionals and non-professionals. But much of such content
remains invisible, as it has not yet been inspected properly, let alone
digitized. However, as the interest for cultural heritage is progressing,
small and medium-scale digitization and disclosure initiatives can be
witnessed. An example of such an initiative in The Netherlands is
the digitization and indexing of a collection of interviews and lec-
tures (literally a bunch of tapes in a box in a closet) of the Dutch
novelist Willem Frederik Hermans which have been made available
via a web server4.

These audiovisual spoken-word archives, as they are often referred
to, belong to the domain of what is usually called oral history: record-
ings of spoken interviews and testimonies on diverging topics such
as retrospective narratives, eye witness reports and historical site de-
scriptions. It also has modern variants such as ‘Podcasts’ and ‘Vod-
casts’. Note that these modern variants impose a problem that is op-
posite to what we are used to in the domain: due to their fleeting
nature they are in fact more perishable than analogue tapes.

Whereas the growth of storage capacity is in accordance with
widely acknowledged predictions, the possibilities to index and ac-
cess these archives is lagging behind [3]. On the one hand, the large
quantities of data of the ‘broadcast’ archives do not allow for costly
manual annotation on multiple levels. As a consequence, particular
information may only be accessible via manual browsing of a collec-
tion of files. On the other hand, especially for smaller organizations,
resources are often lacking to apply even basic forms of archiving.
Hence, spoken-word collections risk to become the stepchild of an
archive—minimally managed, poorly preserved, and hardly accessi-
ble. For the ‘MyLifeBits’ chronicles collected by non-professionals
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under uncontrolled conditions [6] the resemblance with shoe-box
photo collections (i.e. little annotation and structure) may be accept-
able. However, for potentially rich audio collections with a latent
impact that is not limited to the individual who happened to do the
recording, there is a serious need for disclosure technology.

The observation that audio indexing technology can contribute to
the disclosure of spoken word archives has been made many times
[7] and several initiatives have been undertaken to develop this tech-
nology for audio collections in the cultural heritage domain. A well-
known example is the MALACH project that applies ASR and NLP
for the disclosure of holocaust testimonies [2]. In this paper we give
examples of similar audio indexing approaches applied to a number
of Dutch audiovisual heritage collections.

3 AUDIO INDEXING

Audio indexing is a topic in a number of research areas. The various
programs have in common that they aim at the automatic extraction
of information from audio documents that can directly or indirectly
be used for searching. The extracted information can be regarded as
document features; each feature adds to the overall representation of
a document. Speech related features play a major role. Traditionally
these include the localization of the speech fragments (audio parti-
tioning/segmentation), the speaker (identification and clustering) and
the speech itself (speech recognition). More recently the extraction
of emotional features in the audio signal (e.g., affect bursts such as
laughter, cheering or words that express emotions) has been added to
this list. Until now, emotional features have been primarily used to
detect so called ‘hot spots’ in collections, but using emotional fea-
tures for indexing a collection, represents a nice example of how his-
torical data may be looked at in new ways.

3.1 Variance in performance

Recent years have shown that automatic speech recognition can suc-
cessfully be deployed for equipping spoken-word collections with
search functionality. This is especially the case in the broadcast news
domain which is very general and makes data collection for sys-
tem training relatively easy. For the broadcast news domain speech
transcripts approximate the quality of manual transcripts for sev-
eral languages. Spoken document retrieval in the American-English
broadcast news (BN) domain was even declared “solved” with the
NIST-sponsored TREC SDR track in 2000 [5]. In other domains than
broadcast news, a similar recognition performance is usually harder
to obtain due to a lack of domain-specific training data, in addition to
a large variability in audio quality, speech characteristics and topics
that are addressed. This applies to historical data in particular.

3.2 Cross-media browsing

Having produced a textual representation of audiovisual content it is
a small step to relate it to textual representations of other audiovi-
sual documents or text documents, enabling cross-media linking and
browsing [9]. An application that demonstrates the added value of
this option takes the textual representation of a broadcast news topic
as a query to search for related newspaper articles in a newspaper
database. Especially for scenarios involving professional users, such
as historians, cross-media browsing has a great potential as it allows
for relating material across multiple multimedia databases.

4 FULL TEXT TRANSCRIPTION

First explorations of spoken document retrieval outside the broadcast
news domain made clear that for other domains there still is a lot to
accomplish, especially with respect to the accuracy level of ASR. In
the project ECHO5, experiments with historical data from a num-
ber of national audiovisual archives learned that search technology
based on ASR might easily collapse due to shockingly high word
error rates caused by the typical characteristics of historical mate-
rial, for example a wide variety in audio quality, background noise,
overlapping speech, spontaneous speech, topics that are unknown be-
forehand, old-fashioned speech and dialect speech.

4.1 Language modeling

In ECHO, one of the focus points was to solve the mismatch of sta-
tistical language models based on contemporary text, with the old-
fashioned language and unknown words in the task domain. How-
ever, in order to do this, we needed historical in-domain text data
–preferably in large amounts, and at least some information on the
topics of the particular documents. As the only, fairly historical text
data available were copies of carbon copies of commentaries on news
items, the only option was to use OCR for the available paper mate-
rial. Due to the quality of the copies this approach did not yield any
useful results. In recent years however, we saw that more and more
historical text data is becoming digitally available, especially news-
paper data (see e.g., the National Newspaper Archive in The Nether-
lands6), that could be of help for language model purposes for speech
recognition in the cultural heritage domain.

Another approach towards more useful speech recognition tran-
scripts in the ECHO project aimed at improving the language model
for individual documents. Here we used either available metadata
(short content description) or the results of an initial speech recog-
nition run as an information retrieval query. This query was then fed
into a search engine covering the web [1] or a database [12] with con-
temporary newspaper data. In a subsequent step, the returned ranked
list of documents was used to create a topic specific language model
for the document of focus. This procedure is visualized in Figure 1.
Although this approach had a positive effect on Word Error Rates,
it did not improve results enough to enable the successful applica-
tion of search technology for this type of data. Clearly, the acoustic
modeling part deserved special attention but given the wide variety
in audio characteristics in the ECHO collection it was not feasible to
make a start here.

4.2 Acoustic modeling

We focused on acoustic modeling with a more homogeneous oral
history collection with (mostly) one speaker: lectures and interviews
of the well-known Dutch novelist Willem Frederik Hermans (1921–
1994). Although the performance of a broadcast news (BN) system
in the oral history domain was expected to be poor, we used the tools
and resources collected and developed for a BN system as a starting
point.

The Willem Frederik Hermans (WFH) study revealed that simply
deploying a broadcast news system for transcribing oral history data
results in very high error rates. With (mostly) only one speaker in
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Figure 1. Results of an initial speech recognition run are used as a query to
find on-topic documents. These documents are used to generate a new, topic

specific, language model for a second speech recognition run.

the collection, performing acoustic speaker adaptation was an ob-
vious step. The speaker adaptation employed, was a so-called ‘su-
pervised adaptation.’ A segmentation into speakers (WFH and non-
WFH) has been performed manually, and the acoustic models have
been adapted to the speaker WFH using transcribed text. Both the
segmentation and the speaker adaptation can in principle be per-
formed automatically, or ‘unsupervised.’ The supervised experiments
we performed, reducing the WER from 81.6 % to 66.7 %, for speaker
WFH, give an impression of the maximum achievable performance
increase. For more details, cf. [8].

4.3 Example data

For the domains we have seen until now, related audio and text
sources that could be used for adapting the speech recognition com-
ponents to these domain characteristics are usually only minimally
available. As there are hardly any speech training databases with an-
cient or dialectic speech, successful application of speech recognition
technology for audio indexing in the oral history domain is very dif-
ficult and requires additional measures. An important step is to col-
lect as much related data sources as possible for tuning the system.
A strategy to deal with the lack of acoustic training data is deploy-
ing (partly) unsupervised training strategies. This will at least be one
of the topics in the recently started CHoral (Access to oral History)
project which aims at disclosing the archives dating back to the early
1980’s of the regional radio station Radio Rijnmond from the city of
Rotterdam.

5 TEXT ALIGNMENT

In case collateral text data is available for an audio collection, it
is worthwhile to investigate whether synchronization of text data
with the audiovisual data using alignment techniques is an option
[10]. Typical examples of useful collateral text are: subtitling files
or teleprompter texts (e.g., in news shows), minutes of a meeting
and written versions of lectures or speeches. The higher the resem-
blance of these speech transcripts with the actual speech the better,
but a perfect match is not required. When the quality of the tran-
scripts is low (frequent gaps, re-phrasing or compression of phrases)
the best strategy is to do the synchronization in subsequent steps as

depicted in Figure 2: a speech recognition system is used to gener-
ate a initial transcript of the speech, referred to as hypothesis. Next,
the hypothesis is aligned on the word level to the speech transcript
using dynamic programming. At positions where the hypothesis and
the transcript match, so called ‘anchors’ are placed. As the speech
recognition system also provided word timing information, these an-
chors can be used to segment the audio file. The audio segments and
the words in the text segments can then be synchronized using Viterbi
forced alignment, a procedure that is commonly applied during the
acoustic training phase of a speech recognition system. In the Ra-
dio Oranje project the goal is to synchronize a collection of speeches
addressed to the Dutch people by Queen Wilhelmina (1880–1962)
during World War II with the text versions that have been written
out. The aligned text version can be used either for subtitling or for
searching within the collection.

Figure 2. Alignment procedure: synchronization of text and audio in a
number of steps.

6 VARIANCE IN INFORMATION NEEDS

By applying speech recognition technology, or one of the other au-
dio analysis techniques mentioned in section 3, multiple levels of
annotation will eventually become available. In addition, collection
fragments can be linked to internal or external multimedia sources
via cross-media linking (e.g., names that occur in an interview can
be linked to a ‘Who-is-Who’ page). Interesting questions are (i)
whether these automatically generated metadata streams and cross-
links can indeed support the information need of different user types,
(ii) whether they allow for new views on the data, and (iii) whether
they require new ways of representing the data. Especially in the cul-
tural heritage domain, the information need of the various user types
may differ a lot. Archivists, information analysts, researchers from
different fields, producers of new content and the general public all
have their own questions and expectations regarding the collections
and its metadata.

A survey [14] that investigated the attitude towards audio indexing
technology of archivists administering a huge audiovisual archive,



showed that archivist are ambivalent towards the technology. On the
one hand they acknowledge the potential added value and are inter-
ested in including all possible levels of metadata in a structured way.
On the other hand, confronted for example with imperfect speech
transcripts, archivist may become sceptical about the usefulness of
the automatically generated metadata. Such contradictions should be
dealt with carefully in order to have the technology accepted in the
first place.

6.1 Researchers’ point of view

In the CHoral project (disclosure of radio archives), the informa-
tion needs of researchers from different fields using spoken-word
archives will receive special attention. In research, questions can be
asked that apply to any of the levels of information in the metadata.
For example, through audio indexing historians can gain easy ac-
cess to primary spoken sources such as eye witness reports. They
may be interested both in the exact words that were spoken and in
the speaker’s profile (e.g., social background, emotion). Linguists,
on the other hand, could study spontaneous speech and language use
over the course of several decades. Their interest lies at the level of
the speech signal and the linguistic structures it expresses, which can
even be irrespective of meaning. Other types of researchers, such as
information analysts, are more likely to require high-level and quan-
titative information on the collections. In general, researchers can be
expected to be particularly interested in new insights emerging from
combining a multitude of views on the data. Given the greatly vary-
ing information needs from different types of users, in CHoral the
development of methodologies for the use of historical multimedia
collections is a prerequisite for eventual successful deployment of
the tools to be built.

On the basis of the various user groups’ information demands,
users are expected to differ not only in their information needs, but
also in their needs for search options and data presentation. In general
functionalities such as clustering, classification, extraction of head-
lines and proper names, time-lines, indexing and summarization can
support efficient navigation and selection [4]. However, some presen-
tation forms may either be more suitable for particular information
requests, or may in itself provide a new view on the data. An example
could be linking collection metadata to geographic information (e.g.,
by marking topics related to places on a map).

Finally, it is important to acknowledge that users of audiovisual
archives could also contribute knowledge. Unknown parameters or
features in the metadata of the audio archives may be added by (spe-
cialist) users, for example in a personalized peer-to-peer set-up that
stimulates the exchange of content [13].

7 CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was twofold. First, we discussed audio index-
ing methods and tools that have been implemented for the disclo-
sure of Dutch audiovisual cultural heritage collections. It was ex-
plained that due to the increasing accessibility of historical text data,
language models can be adapted to historical settings. Moreover, it
was shown that the disclosure of homogeneous audio collections im-
proves through adaptation of acoustic models. The challenge now is
to facilitate access to heterogeneous collections from the cultural her-
itage domain. For such collections, extraction of speech transcripts
and metadata calls for robust audio indexing technology that per-
forms well irrespective of speaker, bandwidth or audio quality.

The second aim of this paper was to discuss the greatly varying
information needs for different types of users, evoked by the diverse
nature of historical audio collections. It was argued that the automati-
cally generated stream of metadata and multimedia cross-links on the
one hand, and the different types of users on the other hand, requires
the development of methodologies for the use of historical multime-
dia collections in this context. Moreover, we stressed the importance
of adequate navigation and selection tools that in the ideal case may
unfold new information.
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